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Introduction
Percolation and effective-medium theories (PT and EMT, respectively) are actually
known to be very powerful tools of investigating various phenomena in heterogeneous
materials. Both theories were indeed already applied to a large number of different
model materials, mainly for confirming theoretical predictions. Recently, it was shown
that the physical properties of many carbonaceous materials were accurately accounted
for by PT and EMT, and that very important structural information could be derived from
their application. Especially, composite materials based on dispersed graphite flakes or
carbon fibres [1], carbonised anthracites [2], carbon powders [3,4] and compressed
expanded graphite [5-8] were suitably described through these two theories.
In the present work, new monolithic carbonaceous wood-based materials were
investigated by electrical conductivity measurements and by determining their elastic
modulus. For both properties evidences of percolation behaviour were found. Applying
PT and EMT, the morphological characteristics of both the solid and the pore phases
were derived, as well as the nature of the mechanical contacts between the constituting
carbon grains. Finally, the relationship between conductivity and rigidity thresholds was
established.
Experimental
Wood-based composites were made by mixing wood fibres with 10 % of a powdery
phenolic resin (Bakelite) in a stirring device. Subsequently the mixture was pressed to
form boards of 10 mm thickness and densities from 0.3 to 1.2 g cm-3 in a uni-axial
pressing process at a temperature of 180 °C. The fibreboards were dried at 103 °C for 2
h, and their carbonisation was carried out in an inert atmosphere (N2). To make sure
that the carbon materials remained crack-free, a slow heating rate of 1 K/min was
applied up to 500 °C. A heating rate of 5 K/min was applied up to the peak temperature
of 900 °C, which was kept for 2 h.
SEM pictures of the monolithic materials evidenced that the fibre-like particles are
randomly disordered and entangled with each other. The monoliths are then,
macroscopically speaking, perfectly homogeneous and exhibit no anisotropy.

Additionally, they are crack-free, thus allowing the measurement of both their
conducting and elastic properties. Uncompacted wood fibres were pyrolized in the same
conditions as those already used for the monoliths (i.e., up to 900 °C according to the
heating rate detailed above). Fig. 1 shows the wood fibres (a) before and (b) after
carbonisation. Most of the particles have lengths being typically slightly below 300 µm
and diameters close to 30 µm, leading to an average ratio length to diameter close to
10. Carbonising the fibres does not seem to have much effect on their morphology,
since Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) are very similar.
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b

Figure 1. SEM pictures of (a) the crude and (b) the carbonised wood fibres.
For electrical conductivity measurements, parallelepipedic samples were cut. The
smallest opposite faces were covered with silver paint, with which two copper wires
were glued to each surface. The electrical conductivity was then measured according to
the 4-probe method. Elastic moduli of the wood-based carbon materials were
determined by three point bending tests according to the german industrial standard
DIN 51902. Eight samples per density range were tested with a universal testing
apparatus (TesT 112.50kn.L) at room temperature.
Results and Discussion
Electrical conductivity
The conductivity of the monoliths, σm, plotted versus the volume fraction Φ of carbon
grains within the monoliths is presented in Fig. 2. Φ was calculated as the ratio d/dwf,
where d is the density of each monolithic material, and dwf that of a typical carbonised
wood fibre such that dwf ≈ 1.39 g cm-3. The plot clearly shows the existence of a nonzero critical content Φc, i.e., a percolation threshold, at which σm vanishes. Above but
near Φc, PT predicts that the conductivity reads [9-11] :

σ m = σ h (Φ − Φc ) .
t

(1)

In Eq. (1), σh is the intrinsic conductivity of the carbon particles, and t is the percolation
conductivity critical exponent. For classical 3D systems, t is usually close to 2 [9,12].
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Figure 2. Electrical conductivity (σm) vs the volume fraction (Φ) of carbon
particles. The solid curve is calculated with Eq. (3).
The data σm(Φ) may be studied in the framework of EMT, for which each grain of a
binary mixture is surrounded by an average medium possessing the effective
conductivity of the composite material itself. The general effective media (GEM)
equation describes a binary disordered medium in which neither the grains of the two
phases are mixed together on a symmetric basis, nor one phase completely coats the
other. It reads [13,14] :
(1 − Φ )

σ 1l / t' − σ 1/m t '
σ 1/h t ' − σ 1m/ t'
+Φ
=0
1− Φc 1/ t '
1 − Φc 1 / t'
σ 1/l t' +
σm
σ 1/h t' +
σm
Φc
Φc

(2)

where σl is the conductivity of the low-conductivity phase (the air), and σh that of the
high-conductivity phase (the carbon). t' is an exponent related both to the critical volume
fraction Φc and to the shape of the grains. In the case of porous monoliths, i.e., mixtures
of conducting grains and air, σl = 0 and hence Eq. (2) reduces to :

σm = σ h

Φ − Φc
1− Φc

t'

.

(3)

This formula has the same form as the percolation Eq. (1). Nevertheless, while the
percolation exponent t was only expected to take universal values depending on the
dimensionality of the system, t' may be found in a wider range of values and reads [15] :
m m
t' = mh Φc = ml (1 − Φc ) = l h .
(4)
ml + mh
Eq. (4) holds if both phases are randomly oriented ellipsoidal grains having semiaxes a
= b ≠ c ; then, the coefficients mh and ml satisfy the following equations [3,16] :

mh =
ml =

1 + 3Lh c
3Lh c (1− Lh c )
5 − 3Llc

(

3 1− Ll c

2

.

(5)

)

Lh(l)c denote the effective depolarisation factors of the high- (low-) conductivity phases
associated with the principal axis (c) of the ellipsoids, and are directly linked to the
shape of the grains. Indeed, the eccentricity e of the ellipsoids and their corresponding
depolarisation factors Lc are written as [17] :
e = 1− (a/ c)2
prolate ellipsoids (a/c < 1) :

1 − e2
1+e
L =
ln
− 2e
3
2e
1−e
c

(6a)

e = (a/ c)2 − 1
oblate ellipsoids (a/c > 1) :

Lc =

1+ e 2
[e − arctan e]
e3

(6b)

In each case, spherical grains (a = b = c) leads to e → 0 and Lc → 1/3. Therefore mh
and ml take their minimum values 3 and 3/2, respectively. If the aspect ratio a/c
vanishes, i.e., corresponding to fibres or needles, then Lc → 0, hence mh → ∞ and ml →
5/3. Conversely, Lc → 1 for high values of a/c, i.e., corresponding to thin discs. Hence,
for such a morphology, both mh and ml tend to infinity.
Fitting Eq. (3) to the conductivity measurements was carried out by fixing the value of
Φc, estimated from the apparent density of the grains arranged in a loose packing [3-5].
Indeed, Φc is slightly smaller than the packing fraction Φp of the percolating particles
[18], in such a way that a second-order polynomial correlation between Φc and Φp may
be evidenced. Since the apparent density of the uncompacted pyrolysed carbon fibres
is dp ≈ 9.5 × 10-2 g cm-3, then Φp = dp / dwf ≈ 6.85 × 10-2. The value of Φc ≈ 6.14 × 10-2
was then derived from the above polynomial correlation, corresponding to a critical
density dc = Φc × dwf ≈ 8.53 × 10-2 g cm-3. Eq. (3) was then fitted to the conductivity data
on the whole range of composition, see Fig. 2, leading to the following parameters : σh ≈
82.7 S cm-1 and t’ ≈ 1.431. The value of σh is typical of carbonised wood-based
materials (see [4] for examples), while the morphologies of both kinds of « grains »
(conducting and isolating) may be derived from t’ and Φc through Eq. (4)-(5). The values
of the parameters mh, ml, Lhc, Llc, and the corresponding values of the aspect ratios a/c
of each phase are gathered in Table 1. The aspect ratio of the carbon particles
corresponds to a ratio length to diameter of 1 / (8.29 × 10-2) ≈ 12.06. Such a value is in
good agreement with what was estimated above from SEM observations. Concerning
the interparticle spaces, ml is very close to its minimum value of 3/2, thus corresponding
to spherical voids. Indeed, whether the pore phase be oblate or prolate, an aspect ratio
close to 1 is derived, see Table 1.

Table 1 : Morphological parameters derived from the fit of Eq. (3) to the data of Fig. 2.
Parameters
Carbon particles
Interparticle voids
23.31
1.52
m
-2
-1
-1
Lc
1.518 × 10
4.37 × 10 (oblate) or 2.21 × 10 (prolate)
a/c
8.29 × 10-2
1.45 (oblate) or 6.33 × 10-1 (prolate)
Finding more or less spherical voids allows the aspect ratio of the solid grains to be
directly derived from the apparent density of the carbon powder. Indeed, if the
interparticle voids are spherical, it was shown from the symmetric Bruggeman model of
EMT that [3] :

Φc =

9Lh c (1− Lh c )

(7)

2 + Lh c (15 − 9Lh c )

Putting Φc ≈ 6.14 × 10-2 in (7), one finds Lhc ≈ 1.544 × 10-2 and hence, through (6a), a/c
≈ 8.32 × 10-2. The latter value corresponds to a ratio length to diameter of 1 / (8.32 × 102
) ≈ 12.02, very close to that, 12.06, found above.
PT supports both the value of the percolation threshold and that of the aspect ratio of
the carbon particles. Indeed, application of Eq. (1) very close to Φc leads to the
exponent t ≈ 1.81, in excellent agreement with what was expected in these threedimensional randomly disordered materials. Finally, basing again on PT, the aspect
ratio of the fibre-like particles may be confirmed in an independent way. The excluded
volume concept [19] indeed allows to derive lower and upper bounds for the critical
volume fraction of randomly dispersed grains. The excluded volume Ve of a given object
is the volume around the latter into which the centre of another similarly shaped objet
brought in contact can not penetrate. In the case of percolating cylinders, the
percolation threshold is linked to Ve according to :

1 − exp −

1.4 V
2.8 V
,
≤ Φc ≤ 1 − exp −
Ve
Ve

(8)

where V is the volume of the percolating grain, and 1.4 and 2.8 are constants
corresponding to randomly oriented infinitely thin rods and deformable spheres,
respectively [1,19]. Since the carbon particles are thick rods, i.e., intermediate between
infinitely thin rods and spheres, the actual value of Φc is bounded by these two limits
given in Eq. (8).Condidering cylinders of length L and diameter W comprising at each
end a half sphere of radius W/2, volume V and excluded volume Ve read [1] :
V = (π / 4) W L + (π / 6) W
2

3

Ve = (4π / 3) W 3 + 2π W 2 L + (π / 2 ) WL2

(9)

The ratio length to diameter of the fibres was estimated above to be close to 12 ; putting
L = 12 and W = 1 in Eq. (8)-(9), one gets 4.45 × 10-2 ≤ Φc ≤ 8.71 × 10-2, in very good
agreement with the previous findings.

Elastic moduli
While randomly disordered, but initially isolated, particles are forced to come closer to
each other, two percolation transitions are crossed. The first one, investigated above,
corresponds to the inset of a connected path all through the system. The connectivity
threshold Φc is just below the packing fraction and, at that critical point, the system is
not consolidated. The density of the packing thus needs to be higher for the particles to
form a rigid network. The critical volume fraction at which the elastic modulus becomes
non-zero for the first time is called the rigidity threshold, Φr. Hence, in such a particulate
system, it is obvious that Φr > Φc, while the situation Φr = Φc may be encountered in
continuous randomly depleted systems. Anyway, above but close to Φr, the elastic
modulus is expected to follow the percolation scaling law [11] :

E = E 0 (Φ − Φr ) ,
τ

(10)

where E0 is the elastic modulus at zero porosity and τ is the critical exponent for
elasticity. Just like t, τ is universal, however its value also depends on the nature of the
elastic forces acting between the contacting particles. If central forces (i.e., normal to
the surface of the particles, like in most granular systems) prevail, τ ≈ t in threedimensional media, while τ ≈ 2t if beam-like or angular forces control the elastic
behaviour [20,21 and ref. therein]. Note that the situation Φr > Φc is a common feature of
systems in which central forces prevail over any other kind of elastic forces.
Monolithic compressed expanded graphite (EG) is another material in which the two
percolation transitions, such that Φr > Φc, are met [22]. However, in contrast with the
present monoliths, the consolidated blocks that can be prepared from EG do not need
the presence of a binder, since the particles self interlock into each other. Since the
binder is randomly dispersed among the fibre-like particles, its presence should not
influence the position of the rigidity threshold, and a previous study indeed showed that
various amounts of binder had only a low influence on the apparent density of the
blocks [23]. Concerning compressed EG, the following relationship was evidenced for
three different batches of particles [7,24] :
Φr 8
= .
(11)
Φc 5
Eq. (11) was justified theoretically [7] on the basis of the so-called Kirkwood-Keating
model [11 and ref. therein], for which central forces are prevalent but not strictly alone.
A few other elastic forces are necessary to account for the rather low rigidity threshold,
i.e., only 1.6 times larger than the connectivity one according to Eq. (11). Indeed, if the
forces were purely central, one should have Φr = 2(D–1)×Φc, D being the dimensionality
of the system [7 and ref. therein], and hence Φr = 4Φc if D = 3. Applying this latter
formula to the present monoliths leads to a rigidity threshold of 0.2455, thus
corresponding to a critical density of 0.341 g cm-3. Now, the lowest density investigated
here, and for which the monoliths are still well consolidated, is lower : 0.3 g cm-3. It is
then clear that the elastic forces can not be purely central.
If Eq. (11) applies to the present monolithic materials, then Φr = 1.6 Φc ≈ 9.82 × 10-2.

Using this latter value, Eq. (10) was fitted to the elasticity data, see Fig. 3, leading to E0
≈ 26.2 × 103 MPa and τ ≈ 1.83. E0 is in the same order of magnitude than what is
usually found for many non porous carbonaceous materials [6,25], while the elasticity
exponent is almost equal to the conductivity one, thus strongly supporting the
prevalence of central forces within the monoliths. However, a few other kinds of forces
(e.g. angular) are required and enough to lower dramatically the rigidity threshold
without affecting the value of the critical exponent. Such a description of the material
matches the Kirkwood-Keating model which predicts Eq. (11). While such a model was
already confirmed by numerical simulations [26], it is to our knowledge only the second
time that it applies to a real three-dimensional material.
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Figure 3. Elastic modulus (E) vs the volume fraction (Φ) of carbon particles.
The solid curve is calculated with Eq. (10).
Conclusions
Using wood fibres and a few phenolic resin, consolidated blocks having porosities
ranging from 40 to 85 % could be obtained through a simple process. Typical
percolation behaviours were evidenced in such randomly disordered materials, still
prolonging the extensive list of systems to which percolation theory applies. Effectivemedium theory was also shown to be a useful complementary tool, enabling the
accurate determination of the aspect ratios of the constituting grains and those of the
interparticle voids. Finding the signature of central elastic forces through the value of the
corresponding critical exponent on the one hand, and observing the relationship Φr =
8/5 Φc between the two critical points on the other hand, supported the relevance of the
Kirkwood-Keating model. So far, the latter was only found to apply to compressed
expanded graphite.
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